Once In A While
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Once in a while the sun shines out, And the smiling skies are the
Once in a while the way seems long, And the path we tread is de-

deep - est blue. Once in a while in our hour of doubt, We
void of cheer. Out of the si - lence there comes a song, And a
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meet a friend whom we know is true. We feel the clasp of a rain-bow gleams thro' the falling tear. Sweet-heart the sun always

loyal hand, We look into eyes that are free from guile. We shines some where! To day we may grieve but we soon shall smile. Ev'ry

find a soul that can understand once in a while, cloud will pass and the skies be fair, after a while.
REFRAIN

Once in a while. Once in a while. To -

Aft er a while. Aft er a while.

day may be dark but to mor-row will smile.
love will re-quite us for ev-ry tri-al.

Flow-ers will bloom a-gain,
Some day you’ll come to me.

Sun-shine will fol-low rain, What seems a loss is gain, Once in a while.
Ev-er my own to be, Mine for e-ter-ni-ty, Aft er a while.
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